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Abstract: A buyer-seller watermarking protocol deters dishonest buyers from illegally distributing bought content. This
is achieved by giving the seller the capability to trace and identify these buyers, while also allowing the seller
to prove illegal acts to a third party. At the same time, an honest buyer is prevented from being falsely accused
of illegal content distribution by the seller. Many protocols have been proposed, with two recent proposals
being the protocols proposed by Ibrahimet al. in IAS 2007 and SECRYPT 2007. We will show that these
protocols are not secure, especially for the seller. We further put forward our thoughts on how it is possible to
avoid the security weaknesses found in them.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the many methods devised to address ille-
gal distribution of digital content is copy deterrence
through the use of fingerprinting schemes (Blakley
et al., 1985; Wagner, 1983). A seller uses these
schemes to embed a unique watermark into content
before selling it to a buyer. If an illegal copy is
found, the seller traces and identifies the buyer based
on this watermark. However, since the seller knows
the watermark, it is possible for the seller to frame
an honest buyer by embedding the watermark into
content and distributing copies of it. Conversely, a
dishonest buyer can stage claims that illegal copies
of content are actually distributed by the seller in-
stead of the buyer. Hence asymmetric fingerprinting
schemes (Camenisch, 2000; Pfitzmann and Schunter,
1996; Pfitzmann and Waidner, 1997) and buyer-seller
watermarking protocols (Choi et al., 2003; Goi et al.,
2004; Ju et al., 2002; Lei et al., 2004; Memon and
Wong, 2001) were proposed to address these issues.

Many of the buyer-seller watermarking protocols
focus on improving existing protocols by introduc-
ing new properties. However, additional features can
come at the expense of existing safeguards. We show
that this is precisely the case for two protocols pro-
posed by Ibrahimet al. in IAS 2007 (Ibrahim et al.,
2007a) and SECRYPT 2007 (Ibrahim et al., 2007b).
While such an approach provides a straightforward
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design where new properties are added on top of the
existing one, it may overlook potential security issues
emerging from these additions. This is the case with
Ibrahim et al.’s protocols, and our main objective is
to examine the security issues in these two protocols.

We begin by identifying the basic security prop-
erties of a buyer-seller watermarking protocol in Sec-
tion 2. We describe Ibrahimet al.’s protocols in Sec-
tion 3. Using the notions and the protocols’ descrip-
tion, we demonstrate the security weaknesses and
how certain attacks can be mounted successfully on
Ibrahimet al.’s protocols in Section 4. We then con-
clude our discussion in Section 5.

2 BASIC NOTIONS

In this section we identify the main security properties
required by a buyer-seller watermarking protocol.

2.1 Goals

The goals of a buyer-seller watermarking protocol
are:

• A seller cantracea buyer from found copy of con-
tent.

• A seller should not be able toframe a buyer of
illegal content distribution.

• A buyer who is guilty of distributing copies of
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content illegally, should not be able todenythis
fact.

2.2 Security Properties

Before we can derive the main required security prop-
erties, we need to identify the threats. In brief, we ex-
pect an adversary to be able to observe and change all
the information transmitted between all involved par-
ties. This represents the threat commonly found in a
security protocol (Boyd and Mathuria, 2003). Specif-
ically for a buyer-seller watermarking protocol, we
also need to guard against a non-trustworthy seller
from framing an honest buyer. Similarly, we need to
guard against a dishonest buyer from denying the act
of illegal content distribution.

In common with many security protocols we re-
quire authenticated communication channels between
the involved parties. There are many standard tech-
niques for providing such channels (see (Boyd and
Mathuria, 2003; Dent and Mitchell, 2004)). We will
refer to this requirement as the need forcommuni-
cation security. The three main security properties
that are required that are specific to buyer-seller wa-
termarking are:

• Traceability. A legitimate, but dishonest buyer
who illegally distributed purchased content can be
traced to their identity by the seller.

• Framing Resistance.An honest buyer cannot be
falsely accused of illegal distribution by the seller.

• Non-repudiation of Redistribution.A dishonest
buyer found to have illegally redistributed pur-
chased content cannot deny this fact by claiming
that these copies were created and distributed by
the seller. In other words, the seller obtains proof
of illegal activity of the buyer.

We also note that many of the protocols (Choi et al.,
2003; Goi et al., 2004; Lei et al., 2004; Pfitzmann
and Waidner, 1997) include a property known as
anonymity and unlinkability, which allows a buyer to
obtain content without revealing the buyer’s real iden-
tity and the buyer’s past preference. Since Ibrahimet
al.’s protocols that we will examine do not provide
this property, we will not discuss it any further.

2.3 Players and Trust Assumptions

A buyer-seller watermarking protocol involves two or
more players. Thebuyerbuys content and theseller
sells content to the buyer. The buyer and the seller
do not trust each other. There may be a third party
that is involved in processing the buyers’ watermarks.
Whenever this third party is introduced, it is mostly

assumed to be fully trusted. It is extremely important
to clarify from the outset whether the trusted party is
fully trusted.

Remark. We note that this section has set out a sim-
ple foundation for a buyer-seller watermarking proto-
col. We will soon see in our analysis that getting these
notions right can help prevent weaknesses in the de-
sign of such a protocol.

3 IBRAHIM ET AL.’S
PROTOCOLS

In this section we briefly describe two protocols due
to Ibrahim et al., beginning with the notation and
building blocks for the various objects and parties,
and the proposed additional “properties”. More de-
tails can be found in (Ibrahim et al., 2007a; Ibrahim
et al., 2007b).

Notation. Table 1 shows the objects and parties in-
volved in the protocols.

Table 1: Notation.
B Buyer.

S Seller.

R Reseller (who was a buyer in the first-hand

market).

CA Trusted Certificate Authority that issues

digital certificates to protocol participants.

A An arbiter settles dispute of illegal distribution

between the buyer and the seller.

X An original content.

V Seller’s watermark to uniquely identify a

content buyer.

W Buyer’s watermark.

X′ Intermediate content whereV is embedded

into X.

X′′ Marked content whereW is embedded intoX′.

Y Illegal copy of a marked content.

(ekI ,dkI ), Public-private key pairs of partyI .

(vkI ,skI )

CertCA(I) A digital certificate issued byCA to partyI .

OL A digital object license issued by the seller to

the reseller, containing the number of resells

allowed for the reseller.

Building Blocks. The required building blocks are
as follows:
• X⊕W meansW is embedded intoX based on an

embedding operator⊕.

• SigskI (.) is a signature generation algorithm with
signing keyskI .

• VervkI (.) is a signature verification algorithm with
verification keyvkI .
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• HEncekI (.) is a homomorphic encryption algo-
rithm (e.g. RSA (Rivest et al., 1978) and Pail-
lier (Paillier, 1999)) with encryption keyekI . For
our discussion, we require that givenHEncekI (M1)
andHEncekI (M2), we haveEncHekI (M1 ⊕M2) =
HEncekI (M1) ⊕ EncHekI (M2). HereM1 and M2
are content or watermarks.

• HDecdkI (.) is a homomorphic decryption algo-
rithm with decryption keydkI .

• H(.) is a cryptographic hash function.

Additional “Properties”. Ibrahimet al. claim their
two protocols, in addition to fulfilling the main prop-
erties (which are stated as “problems” in their proto-
cols) defined in Section 2.2, also address the follow-
ing “problems”:

• Conspiracy problem, which refers to the possibil-
ity for a seller toconspirewith a watermark au-
thority in order to reveal the buyer’s watermark.
By revealing this watermark, it is then possible
for the seller to frame the buyer by embedding the
watermark into content and distributing copies of
it.

• Unbinding problem, in which given a found illegal
marked content, the seller can extract the water-
mark, re-embed this watermark into a more valu-
able content and accuse the buyer of illegally dis-
tributing copies of the found content and the more
valuable content. This is possible when the water-
mark is notboundto the content itself.

• Buyer’s participation in the dispute resolution
problem.This issue refers to the assumption that
during dispute of illegal distribution, the seller
is solely responsible for proving the guilt of the
buyer to a third party, and the buyer should not be
required to participate in such a process.

• Man in the middle attack.This issue refers to the
ability of an adversary to insert and modify the
messages in transmission, without either of the
seller or the buyer knowing that the communica-
tion channel has been compromised.

• Practice applicability problem.This issue refers
to the need for the buyer to contact not just the
seller, but also another party to obtain the content,
which is inconvenient for the buyer.

3.1 Protocol in IAS 2007

This protocol (Ibrahim et al., 2007a) is intended for
the secure selling of digital content between the seller
and the buyer. In the following we described the pro-
tocol, which consists of two sub-protocols.

Watermark Generation/Insertion Protocol. This
is the main protocol for purchase and watermarking
(Figure 1).

1. BuyerB initiates the protocol by sending a pur-
chase request to the sellerS.

2. SellerSsends his/her certificateCertCA(S) to B.

3. A purchase agreementAGR is agreed betweenB
and S. This agreement states the rights, obliga-
tions and specifies contentX.

4. BuyerB generates hash valueH(AGR) and a sig-
natureSigskB(H(AGR)). This signature allows an
arbiterA to confirmB’s purchase during a dispute.

5. BuyerB generates a watermarkW and signs it as
SigskB(W). This is further encrypted usingCA’s
encryption key asHEncekCA(SigskB

(W)). During
a dispute,Swill send this encrypted object toCA
so thatB need not participate in the dispute reso-
lution protocol.

6. BuyerB encryptsW, resulting inHEncekB(W).

7. Buyer B generatesSigskB(H(H(W),H(AGR))).
The purpose of this signature is to bindW to AGR.

8. Buyer B sends the signatureSigskB(H(AGR)),
the encrypted watermarkHEncekB(W), the en-
crypted signatureHEncekCA(SigskB

(W)), the sig-
natureSigskB(H(H(W),H(AGR))) and the buyer
certificateCertCA(B) to S.

9. After the message is received from the buyer
B, the sellerS sends the encrypted signature
HEncekCA(SigskB

(W)) and the buyer certificate
CertCA(B) to CA. NextCAdecrypts the encrypted
signatureHEncekCA(SigskB(W)) to obtain the sig-
natureSigskB(W), which is then verified to obtain
the watermarkW. After that,CA re-encryptsW
with B’s encryption key asHEnc

′

ekB
(W) and signs

it to obtainSigskCA
(HEnc

′

ekB
(W)). This signature

is sent toS. This is to preventB from encrypting
watermarkW in HEncekB(W) while including a
different watermarkW

′

in HEncekCA(SigskB(W
′

)).

10. When the message fromCA is received, the seller
Sverifies the signatureSigskCA

(HEnc
′

ekB
(W)). Af-

ter that,S generates hash valueH(HEncekB(W))

and hash valueH(HEnc
′

ekB
(W)). These two hash

values are compared, and if they are identical then
S continues to run the protocol. If they are not
identical, the protocol is halted.

11. SellerSgenerates a unique watermarkV and em-
beds it into contentX. The computation isX

′

=
X⊕V.
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12. SellerSgenerates a marked and encrypted content
as follows: HEncekB(X

′′

) = EncHekB(X
′

⊕W) =

HEncekB(X
′

) ⊕ HEncekB(W).

13. SellerS stores in the database the following:V,
AGR, SigskB(H(AGR)), HEncekCA(SigskB

(W)),
SigskB

(H(H(W),H(AGR))) andCertCA(B).

14. SellerSsends the signatureSigskS
(HEncekB(X

′′

))

andS’s certificateCertCA(S) to B.

15. BuyerB verifiesSigskS
(HEncekB(X

′′

)) to retrieve

HEncekB(X
′′

) and then decrypts it to obtainX
′′

.

Dispute Resolution Protocol. Whenever an illegal
copyY is found, the sellerSruns this protocol to prove
that a dishonest buyerB distributed this illegal copyY.

1. SellerS detects the watermarkV from the ille-
gal copyY using a watermarking detection al-
gorithm corresponding to the embedding pro-
cess. If the watermarkV is detected, the seller
S sendsB’s certificateCertCA(B), the watermark
V, two signatures,SigskB(H(H(W),H(AGR)))
and SigskB(H(AGR)), the agreementAGR, the
encrypted signatureHEncekCA(SigskB(W)) along

with the illegal copyY and the marked contentX
′

to the arbiterA.

2. When the message is received from the seller
S, the arbiter A sends the encrypted signa-
ture HEncekCA(SigskB(W)) together with his cer-
tificate CertCA(A) to CA. When these are re-
ceived, CA decrypts the encrypted signature
HEncekCA(SigskB(W)) and encrypts the retrieved
signature,SigskB(W), with A’s encryption key,
asHEncekA(SigskB(W)). This encrypted object is
sent back to the arbiterA. The arbiterA decrypts
this encrypted signatureHEncekA(SigskB

(W)) to
retrieveSigskB(W) and verify it to obtain the wa-
termarkW.

3. ArbiterA detects the watermarkW from the illegal
copyY.

4. If the watermarkW is detected, arbiterA veri-
fies the signatureSigskB(H(AGR)) based on the
agreementAGR. If the verification is successful,
the protocol continues. Otherwise it halts.

5. As the final step, the arbiterA verifies the sig-
natureSigskB(H(H(W),H(AGR))) using the wa-
termarkW and the agreementAGRgiven by the
seller S. If the verification is successful, which
proves the buyerB bought the content, then the
buyerB is found guilty.

3.2 Protocol in SECRYPT 2007

This protocol (Ibrahim et al., 2007b) is similar to the
previous protocol except that it involves a legitimate
resellerR, who acts as an agent forSand sells content
bought fromS to a buyerB. The watermark genera-
tion/insertion protocol is illustrated in Figure 2. The
main differences between this protocol and the previ-
ous one are:

• the creation of an object licenseOL by the sellerS
to monitor the selling of content by the resellerR.
Each time the resellerR wants to sell content, the
sellerSgenerates a new object licenseOL′ count-
ing down the number of resells allowed.

• Instead of sending messages to the sellerS, the
buyerBsends messages to the resellerR, who then
contacts the sellerS.

We do not provide further details of this protocol since
our analysis works on both protocols in a similar way.

4 OUR ANALYSIS

We now analyse these protocols by defining attacks
and demonstrate how these attacks can be mounted
successfully. We conclude this section by reflecting
on why the attacks are possible and how they may be
prevented.

4.1 Definition

• Buyer-generate-watermark Attack.In this attack
the buyerB gives the watermark embedding party
a specially-crafted watermark in order to make the
watermark trivially easy to remove after it is em-
bedded into content. This attack was first men-
tioned in (Memon and Wong, 2001).

• Buyer-in-the-middle Attack.In this active attack
the buyerB monitors all communications between
all parties involved. The buyerB is then allowed
to insert new messages, delete messages and mod-
ify messages to his or her advantage. This is a cus-
tomised attack oncommunication security(Sec-
tion 2.2).

• Seller-CA Conspiracy Attack.In this attack the
seller S and CA conspire with each other to re-
veal the buyerB’s watermarkW. The sellerSthen
frames the buyerB by embeddingW into content
not bought byB and distributes copies of it. We
exclude conspiracy betweenS and B, as if they
are allowed to (or willingly) conspire, this defeats
the very purpose of a buyer-seller watermarking
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(HEnc
′

ekB
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(X

′′
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Figure 1: Ibrahimet al.’s Protocol (IAS 2007): Watermark Generation/Insertion.
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Figure 2: Ibrahimet al.’s Protocol (SECRYPT 2007): Watermark Generation/Insertion.

protocol. This attack was first mentioned in (Choi
et al., 2003).

4.2 Attacks

We analyse the protocols by first giving the main idea
of our exploitation, and then how the attacks defined
in Section 4.1 can be performed.

Attack 1: Buyer-generate-watermark Attack on
Both Protocols. The idea behind this attack is for
B to remove the watermarkW from the marked con-
tent X

′′

that B received fromS. The attack will be
successful on Ibrahimet al.’s protocols since in these
protocolsB generates watermark W. In fact, such an
attack was mentioned by Memon and Wong (Memon
and Wong, 2001), who recommended thatB should
not generateW due to the possibility of the buyer-
generate-watermark attack. This is the main reason
that a trusted third party called a watermark authority
is used in (Memon and Wong, 2001) to generateW.
However, Ibrahimet al., in an attempt to prevent the
conspiracy problem (Section 3), remove this water-
mark authority without giving a solution as to how to

prevent a dishonestB from generating an ill-formed
watermark.

Attack 2: Buyer-in-the-middle Attack on Both
Protocols. The idea behind this attack is forB to
modify protocol messages and generate a different
watermark for a different message, so thatS will fail
to proveB’s act of distributing content illegally, even
whenB generates a proper watermarkW.

In the following we demonstrate how the attack
works on Ibrahimet al.’s protocols by modifying
the protocol steps given in Section 3.1, starting from
Step 5. We note that the same attack can be deployed
for the second protocol. Figure 3 further illustrates
this attack on both protocols.

5
′

. Different from the original proposal, the buyerB
generates three watermarksW1, W2 and W3 in-
stead of one watermark. The buyerB then gener-
ates two signatures,SigskB(W1) andSigskB(W2).
After that, the buyerB encryptsSigskB(W1) and
SigskB(W2), resulting in HEncekCA(SigskB

(W1))
andHEncekCA(SigskB(W2)).

6
′

. BuyerB encryptsW2 asHEncekB(W2).
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7
′

. BuyerB generates hash valueH(W3) and signa-
tureSigskB

(H(H(W3),H(AGR))).

8
′

. BuyerB sends the signatureSigskB
(H(AGR)), the

encrypted signatureHEncekCA(SigskB(W1)), the
encrypted watermarkHEncekB(W2) and the signa-
ture SigskB

(H(H(W3),H(AGR))), together with
CertCA(B) to S (to R for the protocol proposed in
SECRYPT 2007).

9
′

. When the sellerS sendsHEncekCA(SigskB(W1))
to CA, the buyer B intercepts the message and
sendsHEncekCA(SigskB

(W2)) instead. SoCA de-
cryptsHEncekCA(SigskB

(W2)) to obtain the signa-
tureSigskB

(W2), which is then verified to obtain
W2. Next CA re-encryptsW2 with B’s encryp-
tion key asHEnc

′

ekB
(W2) and signs it to obtain

SigskCA
(HEnc

′

ekB
(W2)). This signature is sent to

S.

10
′

. SellerS verifiesSigskCA
(HEnc

′

ekB
(W2)) to obtain

HEnc
′

ekB
(W2). This is identical toHEncekB(W2)

given by the buyerB. So for the sellerS, the com-
parisonH(HEncekB(W2)) = H(HEnc

′

ekB
(W2)) will

be true. SellerScontinues the protocol since both
hash values are identical.

12
′

. Subsequently the buyer watermark that is em-
bedded into content isW2, which is different
fromW1 in HEncekCA(SigskB

(W1)) possessed byS.

Following from the above steps, recall from Sec-
tion 3.1 that when an illegal contentY = X ⊕ V ⊕ W2
is found, one of the objects sent byS to CA is
HEncekCA(SigskB(W1)). For B to be found guilty,CA
retrievesW1 from HEncekCA(SigskB(W1)), signs it and
re-encrypts it asHEncekA(SigskB(W1)) and passes this
new encrypted object to the arbiterA. Upon receiv-
ing the encrypted object, the arbiterA decrypts and
retrievesW1. The arbiterA then runs the detection
algorithm, expecting to detectW1 from Y. However,
due to the interception byB in Step 9

′

above, the wa-
termark that is embedded in this content isW2, instead
of W1. HenceA will fail to detectB’s watermark and
will declareB as innocent. We also note that the rea-
son that this attack can be deployed is due to the pro-
tocols introduction of Step 8 and Step 9 (Section 3.1)
in order to avoid theBuyer’s participation in the dis-
pute resolution problem.

Furthermore, due to Step 5
′

and Step 7
′

, a third
watermarkW3 is used byB to generate the signature
SigskB(H(H(W3),H(AGR))). Arbiter A will not be
able to match the watermarkW2 extracted from the
illegal copyY to the purchase order based on this sig-
nature, and thus cannot be certain thatB bought this
content.

Attack 3: Seller-CA Conspiracy Attack on Both
Protocols. The main idea behind this attack is based
on the fact thatCA knowsthe buyer watermarkW, and
essentially has the similar responsibility of a water-
mark authority (which generates buyer’s watermark)
in the existing protocols they observed (e.g. (Lei et al.,
2004)).

This can be seen from Step 9 in Section 3.1. In
this step the sellerS sendsCA an encrypted signa-
tureHEncekCA(SigskB

(W)) that containsW, andCA is
tasked to retrieve the watermarkW, re-encrypt it and
sign it with CA’s signing key. HenceCA can store a
copy ofW when retrieving it from the signature, and
then sends this copy toS. Thus the claim of avoiding
theconspiracy problemfails.

4.3 Comments

We now comment on what we have learnt from our
analysis in the previous section.

• Should the buyer be allowed to generate the wa-
termark? In most buyer-seller watermarking pro-
tocols (Choi et al., 2003; Goi et al., 2004; Ju et al.,
2002; Lei et al., 2004; Memon and Wong, 2001)
a trusted third party is introduced to generate the
buyer’s watermark. It is tempting to remove this
trusted third party so that a protocol can be more
efficient and involve only the buyer and the seller,
as has done in Ibrahimet al.’s protocols. How-
ever, fromAttack 1, if we prefer the buyer to
generate the watermark, then we need to have a
mechanism to prevent the buyer from generating
a weak watermark which, when embedded, can
later be easily removed. Such a mechanism was
proposed in asymmetric and anonymous finger-
printing schemes (Pfitzmann and Schunter, 1996;
Pfitzmann and Waidner, 1997). In these schemes
the buyer needs to prove in zero-knowledge (Fiat
and Shamir, 1987) to the seller that the generated
watermark is well-formed. While these schemes
are elegant, there have been suggestions (Goi
et al., 2004; Ju et al., 2002) that they are more
complicated than a protocol with a trusted third
party. In summary, unless new and simpler mech-
anisms are found, we should try to avoid water-
mark generation by the buyer.

• Provide secure communication channel through
well-established methods.In Attack 2 we see
that the buyer can intercept and replace messages
transmitted between the seller and theCA. This
happens mainly because the protocols fail to safe-
guard the communication between the seller and
theCA, although much care has been taken to en-
sure secure transmission between the buyer and
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Figure 3: Ibrahimet al.’s Protocols: Attack.

the seller. To avoid this pitfall, we think a standard
and safer approach should be followed. This is to
secure the communications between all involved
parties based on well-established protocols in the
literatures (Bellare et al., 2000; Boyd and Math-
uria, 2003; ISO, 1998), or based on a standard
protocol such as SSL/TLS (Dierks and Rescorla,
2006). We can then construct the main part of
buyer-seller watermarking on top of this secure
channel.

• Make explicit the trust assumptions on the TTPs.
In their protocols, Ibrahimet al. mentioned that
CA is fully trusted. This meansCA will not con-
spire with the seller. However, we can still run
Attack 3 for two reasons.

– The first is that the watermark authority in the
other protocols should also be fully trusted and
the claims in (Ibrahim et al., 2007a; Ibrahim
et al., 2007b) that they face conspiracy prob-
lems is rather controversial.

– The second reason is thatCA in these protocols
processes the watermark, which means thatCA
has access to the watermark and hence is es-
sentially similar to the watermark authority in
other protocols.

Ultimately, this bring us to conclude that if we
properly define the trust assumptions on the TTPs
(i.e. CA and the watermark authority), thecon-
spiracy problemof Section 3 may not be an issue
at all.

• Differentiate between properties and other “prob-
lems”. In Section 3, it can be observed that the
“problems” stated by Ibrahimet al. are rather dis-
parate in nature. If we examine them more care-
fully, we see that theconspiracy problemand the
unbinding problemare attacks on the main prop-
erty known as framing resistance, defined in Sec-
tion 2.2. Similarly, theman in the middle attack

relates to an attack on communication security.
However thebuyer’s participation in the dispute
resolution problemand thepractice applicability
problemactually reflect theframeworkof a buyer-
seller watermarking protocol. This confusingly
merges the security properties required by such a
protocol with the practical considerations and op-
erations in an instantiation of it. We suggest that
it is preferable to properly categorise these “prob-
lems” so that a protocol can be studied in a more
systematic way, or by clearly identifying the op-
erational environment (framework) and then well
defining the security properties. Ambiguity in this
can lead to attacks of the type we have described.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have analysed two buyer-seller watermarking pro-
tocols, and showed that both protocols contain flaws.
Especially crucial is that these protocols build upon
existing ones by changing the design to gain addi-
tional properties, but in the process new weaknesses
(some of which were previously known) are intro-
duced into the protocols. In particular our buyer-
generate watermark attack, exploits the fact that the
buyer is allowed to generate the watermark; the buyer-
in-the-middle attack, exploits the failure to contact
the buyer during dispute resolution, and the Seller-CA
conspiracy attack, exploits the ambiguity concerning
the trust assumption of these protocols. We have
also commented on how such design flaws should be
avoided in future protocols.
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